





















































A Study of India: A Technology Power in Asia
Yoshiki Mikami*
??????? ??India is the sixth country, which successfully launched a satellite into an orbit, and also the sixth, which joined the nuclear club.
India's IT industry is well acknowledged both in software sector and supercomputing technology. In spite of poor performance in overall
industrial sectors, these selected strategic sectors are enjoining world-class reputations. All these successes in strategic technology sectors
can be explained by its huge pool of well-trained scientific workforce, and strong government commitment to science and technology as a
source of political power in an international arena. The article first describes the historical overview of the development of Indian national
system for science and technology since colonial times up to present?Part I?, and then analyses India's position and policy toward several
international issues in science and technology, including nuclear proliferation, space program, biotechnology, information technology and
intellectual property protection system?Part II, to be published in the next issue?. 
























































































































































































































































































































































????????????5 feet 6 inch?1676 mm??
????????????????????????










































































?????????????W. E. Ayrton, 1847-1908?
????1873??????????????????
????????????????????????









































Telegraph Centenaru ,  1851-1951
Indo-European Telegraph Line , 1867-1967


















































































































































??????26? ???????Bose Research Institute
?1917??????????????
????Prafulla Chandra Ray, 1861-1944??1879??
?????????????????????????
Raja Rammohun Roy , 1772-1833
Gandhi , 1869-1948








































































???1880???????Charles L. A. Laveran, 1845-
1922??????????????????????
??????????????????????1881
Jagadish Chandra Bose , 1858-1937



















































































??????????Queen Saovabha Memorial Institute?

































































































































?Palit Chair of Physics???????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????




















































































































































































































































































































































??????????????SACC?Scient i f ic












































































?NEPZ: Noida Export Processing Zone????????
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